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A North Carolina printer, armed with powerful new presses,
prepares to penetrate new markets.
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business is changing, has been changing
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over several years, and Hardesty plans to
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take advantage of new directions on the
Stately dwellings, inpluding the
eve of the millennium. Those new direcchildhood home of Elizabeth Dole, line the main street. The
tions include prime label converting.
town has a deep history: The Lutheran Church recently cel"About 60 percent of our business is in conventional
ebrated its 250th anniversary; a large veterans cemetery is
forms," Hardesty says, "which is an industry that has flatthe resting place for both Confederate and Union soldiers.
tened. Conventional forms are being replaced by laser
Salisbury is also the home of Rowan Business Forms
forms, and they continue to lose volume. The other 40 perInc., a company founded in 1921. Richard Hardesty
cent of our product is variably imaged, which gives us an
acquired it in 1965, and today it is run by his son, Rick
advantage. We have been entrenched in the forms industry
Hardesty. In contrast to the tranquility of the town, Rowan
since the beginning, but we have to go beyond it now."
Business Forms is a place of high energy, turning $5 million
Variable imaging - of bar codes and sequential numbers
in sales a year with 44 employees.
- offers this converter the opportunity to undertake proRick Hardesty has his eye on the year 2000. The forms
jects that require complexity and precision. Rowan
Business Forms has made a significant investment in imaging equipment, and today Hardesty is looking toward other
markets beyond forms. "I plan to go into the custom label
Rick Hardesty, left, with press operator Herb Schenck at
field
with variable imaging," he says.
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As part of his commitment to the future, Hardesty made
the decision to undertake a substantial investment in new
equipment. This year saw delivery of two new presses manufactured by RDP Marathon, of Montreal, Quebec. Rowan's
other presses, mostly Stevens offset machines, now share
the shop floor with two giants that have capabilities for offset, flexo, UV and infrared curing, plus multiple die stations and high quality variable imaging.

Better, faster, different
A forms printer generates documents for a multitude of
purposes: storage and retrieval, membership passes, police
parking tickets, government records, payment booklets,
inventory control, medical records, promotional and gift
certificate pieces, job applications, and courier tickets, to
name a few. At Rowan, 80 percent of the products are sold
to end users through an established nationwide distributor
network. The rest of the products are sold direct to customers, mostly within the Carolinas.
The company's motto, says Hardesty, is "better, faster,
different." To get beyond the flagging conventional forms
business, his company needed an injection of new and powerful capabilities. That is the reason, he says, that he

Rowan Business Forms
turned to RDP Marathon.
"I
saw
an
RDP
Marathon press at another company, and I was
impressed
with
it,"
Hardesty recalls. "The
manufacturer is eager to
provide customer satisfaction. They work for very
demanding
customers,
and they took the responsibility for providing the
features and the technology that we wanted. They
comprehended what we •
wanted to do and how we
The fully computerized
controls on the RDP
Marathon presses feature touch-screen
operations.

We'll work with anybody...

When one of our Lith-O-Light
web inspection strobe lights
comes to work with your process,
it gets along great-right off
the bat. No matter where you
want it used-press, coater,
embosser, rewinder- it can be
synchronized perfectly. And
its ability to triggerfrom various
signals makes installation a
snap. It even gets along with
any line voltage from 90 to 240.
From the powerful LOL-40 forty
incher, to the tiny 2.5 inch
LOL-2.5, Lith-O-Light units have
never met a line they didn't like.
Lith-O-Light by Unilux-the
leader in surface inspection
lighting. Who else.
SADDLE BROOK, NJ 07663 USA
201.112.1266
FAX 201.112.1366
UNILUX@ COMPUSERVE.COM
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Left: One of the two RDP
Marathon presses at Rowan
Business Forms features three
offset stations and a flexo unit,
followed by dryers, diecutting
and finishing equipment.
Below: Offset units with
repeats of 17", 22" and 28"
can be switched easily via
a transfer module on
a sliding track.

want to grow our product. They've given us flexibility and
diversity."
The presses made by RDP Marathon (the initials stand
for "Reliable, Durable Precision") are powerful, fast and
expensive. Hardesty sold a four-color Stevens press to a
Costa Rican company, and financed the rest of the package.
But why two?
"We didn't want to tie up one six-color press on a big job,
and then get backed up. Today we use one for high speed
volume jobs, and the other for high-end color work, or medium-end promotional work with volume to it." Each 20"
press is capable of speeds of up to 1,200 feet per minute.

Flexo/offset combination
The first RDP Marathon press (they were delivered within months of each other this year) has five offset stations;
the fifth station will accept an imprint unit or a flexo station. A UV dryer follows the fifth station, after which is the
bindery section which contains two positions for die cutting
or punching. Finishing stations will make linear or cross
perforations, and can fold, roll or sheet the stock. On this
press Rowan employs an Ektajet imager, a non-contact
inkjet variable information printer manufactured by Scitex,
which features a 1" wide imaging area.
The second new press has three offset stations, the last
of which receives the imprint unit. Following that is a flexo
unit, for either water based or UV flexo ink, after which is
an IR dryer and UV curing station. Two die stations are
next, followed by punching units. The press will deliver rollto-fold, roll-to-roll or roll-to-sheet material.
The imager on the second press, also by Scitex, is a twopart unit composed of two 4X" wide heads that image at 500
feet per minute. The units can be married together for a
maximum print width area of 8W'.

Rowan Business Forms

If Your Tag and Label
Operation is Slow

The offset stations are removable. Inserts with repeat
lengths of 17", 22" and 28" are easily installed using a sliding transfer module, and offer the capability of printing
jobs of varying sizes.
Rotary dies are by RotoMetrics, and most of Rowan's
paper is supplied by Mead. The flexo stations, Hardesty
notes, gives Rowan the capability of adding specialty inks,
such as metallics.
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Get LabelFlow

Gearing up for labels
Hardesty is eagerly pursuing new horizons. "We plan to
sell labels through the distributor market," he says. "We'll
target some potentially big users of color products. We can
print a four-color label, take it to another machine and add
more colors. We also plan to make contact with other commercial printers; we might be a blessing to them because
we have this capability." That capability, he emphasizes,
includes the variable imaging, a feature not every converter possesses at such a quality level.
Right now, Hardesty and Rowan Business Forms are in
an educational mode, but not with the presses. "With some '
new presses, you set them up and hope they produce what
you want, then you make adjustments," he says. "With
these presses, you turn them on and they work exactly
right, every time." The education involves teaching the distributors and customer service people about the new equipment and what it can do for the customers ..
"We have to educate people about what we are capable of
doing," he notes. "For many of them, it's unfathomable that
we can have flexo and offset in the same press."
•

RDP Marathon branches out
Eric Short, president of RDP Marathon, launched his
company 10 years ago and focused almost exclusively on
the forms industry. An engineer, formerly with the
Ashton Division of Man Roland, Short started the company by doing press rebuilds. "It took two years to develop a new press," he says. "It had engineering
advancements and a new inker design that was beyond
the industry's level of ink performance."
Today, he adds, the Canada-based company is branching out. "Because of the change in the conventional
forms market, we are going into labels and other markets," Short says. "We are also working with a number of
carton manufacturers."
RDP Marathon presses are available in widths of 20",
26",33" and 38", and can be custom designed to include
offset, flexo , gravure, rotary screen, and rotary embossing, plus a variety of additional capabilities.
More information is available from Art McCready,
director of marketing: tel. 450-687-7262; fax 450-6872558; e-mail sales@rdpmarathon.com.

Streamline production of tags and labels with
LabelFlow™, the high-volume workflow system
from pee Artwork Systems. LabelFlow automates
all prepress functions, including RIPping, trapping,
screening, proofing, calibration, plate separation,
and much more. The result? Faster production and
improved quality from your streamlined workflow.
Best of all, LabelFlow is offered by A&V, with
over 35 years of flexographic experience. So if
you're looking for faster production and better
quality, contact your nearby A&V representative.
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A&V Midwest, Inc.
Phone: 419.636.5002
Fax: 419.636.4334
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